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The Subcommittee will come to order.

Assistant Secretary James, General Semonite, Assistant Secretary Petty, and Commissioner Burman, thank you for being here today.

I also want to welcome the Corps Division Commanders. The work you do is of critical importance to the nation. We all thank you for your patriotic service.

We are here today to discuss the fiscal year 2020 budget request for the Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation. These agencies play a vital role in the management and development of one of our most precious resources: water. Your agencies have been under pressure over significant flooding—especially high rainfalls—and other extreme weather events. I know you make difficult choices regularly, and we appreciate your leadership.

We are pressing for action on the disaster supplemental that passed the House in January, which contains funding for both agencies to address recent hurricanes, wildfires and other natural disasters. And I am sure more will be necessary to address the recent flooding in the Midwest.

The water resource needs of our country vary from region to region, but all corners of our nation require investments in this essential infrastructure. The Corps and Bureau support critical navigation and irrigation projects that enable farmers and manufacturers to bring their goods to market. Flood control projects protect our citizens, property and livelihoods. And ecosystem restoration projects protect and restore the environment.

Unfortunately, the budget request is woefully inadequate to address the challenges before us. It slashes funding for the Corps and Bureau by nearly a third each from 2019 levels. At a time when we should be investing in water infrastructure improvements, this budget moves us in the wrong direction.

Examples of the variability of our country’s water infrastructure needs include:

- In the Great Lakes region, extreme rain events exacerbate nutrient runoff problems and cause massive algal blooms in Lake Erie, threatening fresh water supplies to millions of people.
• In the West, despite recent above-average rainfall, drought recovery efforts are ongoing, and water challenges continue.

• Many states and territories are still recovering from devastating hurricanes and typhoons.

• Sadly, right now, Midwest states are experiencing historic flooding caused by snowmelt and increased rainfall, and NOAA is predicting that 25 states are at elevated risk of historic flooding this spring.

It is an understatement to say that this request simply does not address these critical needs.

There are some bright spots—I was pleased with the inclusion of $75 million for the vital Soo Lock. This long-awaited update will keep critical cargo moving in the face of an unexpected outage.

However, I was disheartened to see this request—yet again—does not respond to certain important needs of the Great Lakes region. Your budget abdicates responsibility to the people of the Great Lakes region. Asian carp is one of the greatest threats to the multibillion-dollar Great Lakes fishery, yet your budget provides no funding to move forward on a project to keep carp out of the Lakes. Furthermore, the Corps is an important partner in inter-agency efforts to control the carp, and this request again slashes that funding.

The agencies with us today were created to address the unique water resource challenges across our country. This must include the need to incorporate resiliency into projects, and to address a changing climate that is producing more severe and frequent weather events. However, the administration’s budget is simply inadequate to make investments in robust, resilient water infrastructure that we so desperately need.

Nevertheless, the Subcommittee recognizes and appreciates the importance of your work. Thank you for being here, and we look forward to hearing from you.

I’ll now turn to our Ranking Member, Mr. Simpson for opening remarks.